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ABSTRACT
Although recent developments in generative AI have greatly en-
hanced the capabilities of conversational agents such as Google’s
Bard or OpenAI’s ChatGPT, it’s unclear whether the usage of these
agents aids users across various contexts. To better understand
how access to conversational AI affects productivity and trust, we
conducted a mixed-methods, task-based user study, observing 76
software engineers (N=76) as they completed a programming exam
with and without access to Bard. Effects on performance, efficiency,
satisfaction, and trust vary depending on user expertise, question
type (open-ended "solve" questions vs. definitive "search" ques-
tions), and measurement type (demonstrated vs. self-reported). Our
findings include evidence of automation complacency, increased
reliance on the AI over the course of the task, and increased perfor-
mance for novices on “solve”-type questions when using the AI. We
discuss common behaviors, design recommendations, and impact
considerations to improve collaborations with conversational AI.

CCS CONCEPTS
• Human-centered computing → User studies; Natural lan-
guage interfaces; Empirical studies in HCI; • Social and pro-
fessional topics→ Automation; • Information systems→ Trust.
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1 INTRODUCTION
Recent advancements in generative artificial intelligence (AI) have
the potential to enhance productivity across domains such as
medicine [37], research [38, 50], and technology [48]. In the context
of software development, conversational AI such as Google’s Bard
and Open AI’s ChatGPT can generate code, and Github’s Copi-
lot can autocomplete code. However, it’s unclear whether these
systems strictly improve productivity. State-of-the-art agents suf-
fer from imperfect accuracy and biases [44, 59], and humans have
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demonstrated cognitive biases such as automation bias and effort
substitution when using LLM-based systems such as ChatGPT and
Copilot [2, 6, 42, 57]. Furthermore, behaviors and outcomes may
depend on the expertise or literacy of the user; novices have been
found to be less discerning of automation errors [44].

The opportunity remains that many developer tasks can benefit
from an open-ended conversational AI interface, such as brainstorm-
ing ideas, answering questions [38], debugging errors, and address-
ing subjective topics such as translation [62] or coding conventions.
To better understand developer interactions with conversational
AI, we conducted a user study with 76 software engineers (N=76)
at a large technology company as they completed an occupation-
specific programming language exam with and without assistance
from a conversational AI agent, Google’s Bard.

We pose the following research questions in this setting:

• RQ1, Effects on productivity: How does usage of conver-
sational AI affect productivity?

• RQ2, Behaviors of trust: How do users demonstrate trust
in conversational AI?

To evaluate the value-add of conversational AI on productivity
in RQ1, our experimental design randomizes ordering of access
to conversational AI within-participant, comparing productivity
when adding access to Bard to productivity when adding access to
traditional resources. To evaluateRQ2, we construct an action space
of trusting and distrusting behaviors. Across both productivity and
trust constructs, we consider behavioral and self-reported measures.
We also explore how effects may vary across levels of user expertise,
constructing expertise rankings using a rich database of company-
internal engineering statistics and self-reported survey responses.

We find that participants of all expertise levels increasingly de-
pend on conversational AI over the course of the exam, despite
mixed results on measured and perceived productivity. Novices
are particularly influenced by these systems, which could imply
opportunities for skill equalization. However, this can be a cause
for concern, as generative models may be more likely to propagate
misleading information compared to traditional forms of decision
support tools with fixed outputs [59]. We also find evidence of in-
congruity between users’ anticipated and demonstrated behaviors,
suggesting that users are not fully cognizant of their interactions
with these systems.
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This paper contributes the following empirical evidence:
• Access to AI can affect productivity and perceived pro-
ductivity in different directions: Users perceive increased
productivity and efficiency when using the AI, despite spend-
ing more time on the task.

• Expertise and context matter: AI usage can improve
performance, particularly for novices on open-ended tasks.

• Users increasingly rely on AI over the course of the
task: Participants of all expertise levels increasingly depend
on the AI, despite reporting less trust in the AI.

• Experts distrust, and distrust imperfectly: Relative to
novices, experts are more likely to reject the AI. This can
punish performance, as experts are less likely to use the AI
to correct mistakes.

• Usage of AI reduces cognitive load: Participants
substitute effort to the AI and report reduced cognitive load.

We also discuss common behaviors, design implications, and
ethical considerations for more beneficial intelligent systems. This
work aims to advance the understanding of productivity and trust
formation in using conversational AI.

2 RELATEDWORK
2.1 Usage of conversational agents
Since the release of ChatGPT in 2022, there has been increased
interest in evaluating the performance of conversational agents.
ChatGPT and GPT-4 can perform sufficiently well on a diverse
range of analytical NLP tasks (e.g. sentiment analysis, question
answering), but accuracy decreases as the difficulty of the task
increases [28]. Despite this, these agents are increasingly adopted
in professional [42] and academic [38, 48, 50, 54] settings, and are
used to inform high-impact decision making around topics such as
safety [44] and healthcare [37, 65].

2.2 Variation in interactions by user ability
Not all users interact equally with these systems; populations with
lower literacy and education have been found to have higher risk
of consuming unreliable content by conversational agents [44].
There are arguments as to why both experts and novices may be
more or less amenable to automated assistance. Experts may re-
ject systems due to a rational allocation strategy, deciding not to
delegate tasks to an external system if the expert’s internal trust-
worthiness is high [36, 41]. On the other hand, novices may exhibit
an overestimated belief in their ability (Dunning-Krueger effect
[31]) and also reject automated assistance [51]. Perceived exper-
tise may be more relevant than expertise in trust formation; self-
confidence can causally relate to automation usage [11, 23, 33].
Users of automated systems across all ability levels have exhib-
ited self-reported, implicit, and explicit propensity to trust au-
tomation without prior interactions or adequate evidence about its
capabilities [39], and exhibit higher tolerance for AI misfires [27].

2.3 Variation in interactions by context
On a writing task, ChatGPT usage increased performance for low
performers and velocity for high performers [42]. However, on
a programming task, Copilot did not increase the success rate

of solving programming tasks or reduce task completion time,
as developers spent more time validating generated outputs [57].
Writers substituted effort by directly copy-pasting outputs from
ChatGPT without verification [42], and developers directed less
visual attention to Copilot-generated code, despite its quality being
comparable to human-written code [2]. Behaviors of automation
bias and effort substitution have also been found in automation
environments such as manufacturing and aviation technology
[36, 45, 63, 68]. Effort substitution may be the optimal strategy
if automated systems can perform perfectly. However, LLM-based
systems can regurgitate or hallucinate potentially misleading in-
formation [5, 50, 61], and there is no one-size-fits-all solution on
how to present information optimally in conversational systems
to mitigate misinterpretation [12, 53, 66]. Despite that user trust is
affected by the accuracy of ML systems [26, 67], users are willing
to accept help from imperfect assistants [47, 61], and imperfect
assistance can nonetheless improve performance [62].

3 EXPERIMENT DESIGN
3.1 Procedure
We invited a random sample of 1,400 US-based, full-time software
engineers at a large technology company to participate in our study.
Of the 220 who responded, 96 were accepted given our screening re-
quirement that they had written and submitted code within the last
6 months. 79 respondents completed informed consent paperwork
and scheduled study sessions, and 76 respondents completed the
study (2 dropouts and 1 timeout, a 4% attrition rate).

Following a pre-task survey, each participant joined a 1-on-1,
virtual, hour-long study with a moderator; they completed a 10-
question multiple-choice online exam while sharing their screen
and thinking aloud. Finally, they completed a post-task assessment.

3.2 Task design
Exam: We chose a modified exam format for this task [19, 54] and
calibrated the number of questions across 8 pilot sessions. The ten
multiple-choice, single-answer questions on the exam come from
a company-internal “readability” exam on the Java programming
language, which is one component of the process undergone by soft-
ware engineers to obtain a Java readability certification.1 The exam
tests understanding of the company’s coding standards, which is
documented in the company’s internally- and externally- published
Java Style Guide. Coding conventions can be subjective; the style
guide is written to ensure consistency across the company. Often,
multiple answers in the exam can compile and are technically valid,
but one of the answers is more correct than others according to
the company’s Style Guide. This is stated in the introduction to
the exam: “There may be multiple correct answers.. Please choose the
best one in line with the [Company] Java Readability Style Guide.”
We verified that Bard could complete this task independently with
reasonable performance; when directly given the exam questions

1This certification allows software engineers to submit code without requiring addi-
tional Java-specific review. There are also exams for other languages. We chose Java
because it is a popular language [62] used commonly across our company, which
yielded a broader distribution of expertise given our random sample of participants.
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and corresponding multiple-choice options as inputs, Bard could
answer 7.5 out of 10 questions correctly on average.2,3

Format:We divided the ten exam questions into two sections of
five questions each: a "Bard-First" and a "Bard-Last" section. Section
order and question order were randomized within-subject. Partic-
ipants had two passes at each question. During the first pass per
question in the “Bard-First” section, participants had access to Bard
only. After selecting an answer, they had the option of modifying
their answer with access to any non-LLM-based resources of their
choice (e.g. documentation, search engines), loosely categorized as
"Book" resources. During the first pass in the "Bard-Last" section,
participants had access to Book resources. In the second pass, par-
ticipants could add Bard, meaning they could modify their answer
using Bard. Our intervention was access to these resources; par-
ticipants did not have to use them. By allowing participants two
passes at each question, we isolated the effect of adding access to
Bard or Book in the second pass. To help users calibrate trust in the
AI, we displayed a feedback screen after the second pass showing
the correct answer and explanation [9].

Question types (search vs. solve): There are five "search"-type
and five "solve"-type questions; participants are not explicitly told
these classifications. Search-type questions are more straightfor-
ward and have answers that map directly to the style guide. For
example, the correct answer to “When would you declare a nested
class as static?” can be found near-verbatim in the chapter of the
documentation about the "static" keyword. Solve-type questions
are more open-ended and involve the critique of a provided code
snippet; the answer cannot be found directly in the documentation.
An example of a solve-type question is shown in Fig.s 1 and 2.

Figure 1: First pass on a Bard-first, solve-type question.

2We repeated trial runs and varied levels of priming and prompt engineering (e.g.
providing context such as "According to the [Company] Style Guide . . . ").
3Note that the task was built in the Qualtrics survey platform, which disabled copy-
pasting of multiple-choice answers by default. This inadvertently required participants
to exert more effort if they wanted to apply this direct copy-paste strategy.

Figure 2: Second pass on a Bard-first, solve-type question.

3.3 Expertise measurement
To evaluate variation in outcomes by expertise and perceived
expertise, we constructed both an objective and self-reported
expertise percentile rank within our sample. The objective expertise
rank considers company-internal statistics such as amount of code
written, tenure, Java experience, and previous "readability" exam
experience. The perceived expertise rank considers participants’
self-assessment of previous experience (Java, LLM-based tools, pro-
ductivity) measured during the pre-task survey. Appendix C shows
the data and calculations for these ranks. We refer to experts relative
to novices as those with a higher objective expertise percentile rank.

3.4 Thematic analysis
In addition to evaluating descriptive data from the screening/pre-
task surveys and quantitative data from the exam using statistical
methods, we conducted a thematic analysis [7] on transcriptions of
in-session think-aloud commentary and post-task survey responses.
Initial codes for this analysis were generated from prior research,
our 8 pilot studies, and the first batch of participant data. Themes
about participant behaviors in this paper are saturated by codes that
appeared in at least ten distinct user sessions [4, 21]. Representative
quotes from this analysis supplement our findings.

4 RESULTS
4.1 Productivity
In Fig. 3, we show variation in productivity outcomes by expertise
through a structural equation model (SEM) [56] relating our two
percentile rank-transformed expertise measures (objective and self-
reported) and three productivity constructs. Moving forward in the
paper, we use the objective expertise percentile rank as the primary
measurement of expertise in our discussion, as self-reported mea-
sures have low correlation with the outcomes of interest. Latent
measures of productivity were constructed [17] as follows:
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Figure 3: A structural equation model showing correlations
between expertise measures and prodcutivity outcomes; 𝛽
is the normalized effect size in standard deviations, and 𝑆

denotes standard error.4

Figure 4: An OLS regression of the difference in scores be-
tween passes on expertise, with 95% confidence intervals.

• Performance: Total exam score (0–10). One point per
correct answer following the second pass. No partial credit.

• Efficiency: Total time spent on the exam.
• Satisfaction: Summed satisfaction score
aggregated from the post-task survey (Table 2).

4Across all tables and diagrams, we use the following significance notation: *: p<.10,
**: p<.05, ***: p<.01.

4.1.1 Performance. On average, participants scored 4.89 out of 10
points (𝜎 = 1.7 points). There was no significant change in scores
over time or between the passes of a question. Participants scored
significantly higher on search-type questions. Measured expertise
and final exam score have a significant positive relationship (Fig. 3).

Next, we calculate the effect of adding access to a resource across
expertise by regressing the score difference between passes on
expertise, adding fixed effects for treatment order (Bard-First vs.
Bard-Last) and question type (search vs. solve). For example, a score
difference of -1 indicates that the user changed from a correct to an
incorrect answer between passes. These effect sizes are visualized
in Fig. 4 and described below.

(1) Adding Bard to a search-type question had no significant
effect. Participants reported feeling confident in the answers
they found using Book resources in the first pass, and would
often skip their second pass with Bard.
“Sometimes [the docs] covered the exact topic.” —P12
“I trusted answers from the documentations more.. they
were oftenmore concrete. . . for example, ’make all nested
classes static.’ When I found answers in the documenta-
tion, I was much [more confident] in them.” —P77

(2) Adding Book to a search-type question significantly
improved the score, especially for experts. Experts demon-
strated more familiarity with navigating and finding relevant
sections of documentation:
“I know we have documentation on this.. I’ve used it
before. . . ” —P62
“Documentation was faster.. especially when I already
had an idea of what the right answer was. ” —P64

Novices demonstrated less familiarity and more difficulty in
identifying and interpreting relevant documentation:

“Because I don’t use Java, none of the [documentation]
means much to me. . . ” —P75
“I searched through the docs for what I lacked knowledge
on, but . . . I wasn’t sure what to search for.” —P63

(3) Adding Bard to a solve-type question improved
performance for novices, but had no effect for experts. The
Book did not contain answers to solve-type questions, so
participants were largely reliant on their expertise. Experts
were more likely to answer correctly in the first pass, bene-
fiting less from Bard in the second pass.

(4) Adding Book to a solve-type question had no significant
effect. Book resources had less specific guidance for cri-
tiquing a code sample:
“This is the kind of task that Bard does really well on. . .
I don’t know how to look in the docs for this.” —P24
“I don’t think the documentation would be useful for
this case.” —P69
“How would I even search for this?” —P71

4.1.2 Efficiency. On average, participants completed the exam in
39.6 minutes (𝜎 = 9). Controlling for question number, there was a
slight speedup per question of 20 seconds. There’s no significant
correlation between time per question and accuracy, but more time
spent on the entire exam correlates with lower final score (Fig. 3).
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Table 1: Left, a) Descriptive statistics on efficiency. Mean time spent per section in minutes, with sd. in parentheses. The Ind.
column displays significance values from a two-sample independence t-test between Bard and Book times. Right, b) Regression
coefficients and standard errors from a regression of time spent (in minutes) on expertise percentile rank.5

Participants spent more time using Bard: Participants spent
significantly more time using Bard, both in the first pass (Bard
only) and in the second pass (adding Bard). This difference is more
significant for solve-type questions (Table 1a). Here are some factors
as to why participants spent more time with Bard:

• Slower response times: Participants noticed and expressed
frustration at more latency in AI response times compared to
search query response times. This may be a transient issue
as generative AI technology matures.

• Less specific visual direction: The documentation had
clear headers that led the eye to the correct answer;
participants would stop reading after they identified the
appropriate passage for a search-type question. Bard’s
generated outputs were paragraph-like and verbose; the
correct guidance was more obscured within the text.

• Verbose interactions: Participants wrote in longer sen-
tences and had more interactions with Bard following their
initial query, in contrast to having brief keyword interactions
when using other resources. For example, P77 queried for
"IllegalArgumentException" and P78 queried for “best practice
autovalue java” in a search engine. When they used Bard to
answer the same questions, they wrote the following:
“Heya, could you please write me a Java function to
assert that removing an item from a list throws an Ille-
galArgumentException? Thanks.” —P77
“Give me code examples to show the best way to test for
an expected exception. . .Do so in a unit test . . . I don’t
feel like this is correct?” —P78, in a back-and-forth
conversation

Experts and novices spend similar time using Bard: Table 1b
regresses time spent per question on expertise. When experts have
access to Book resources in the first pass for a search-type ques-
tion, they spend less time than novices on both passes. However,
when experts have access to Bard first, they do not interact with or
interpret Bard outputs any faster than novices.

Participants feltmore efficient using Bard: Despite spending
more time using Bard, participants significantly agreed with the
following in their post-survey assessment (Table 2): 2. I complete

5These regressions are performed at the per-question level with relevant controls as
stated (N=190 per question type, N=380 across all questions). Data appears normally
distributed, and a t-test for independence is sufficient at this sample size [15].

tasks faster when using Bard, 3. I spend less mental effort when using
Bard, and 4. I spend less time searching for information or examples
when using Bard.

“For someone who knows very little about Java, Bard
would speed up my workflow a lot. I would have to read
a lot of the style guide and Bard makes things much
faster.” —P11

“I definitely found [Bard] easier than searching the doc-
umentation . . . I found that using Bard was surprisingly
effective... It seemed faster to use Bard because I could
ask it more stream of consciousness questions.” —P50

4.1.3 Satisfaction. Participants felt significantly more productive
when using Bard compared to Book (Table 2, Statement 1). Novices
agreed with this more so than experts, perhaps because experts are
more likely to identify flaws with the AI [43]. However, there is
no significant change in satisfaction (Statement 5) or frustration
(Statement 6) following the task.

Compare how you felt
when completing tasks with Bard assistance,
as opposed to without Bard assistance.

𝜇 𝛽

1. I am more productive when using Bard. .24**
(0.92)

-0.77*
(0.40)

2. I complete tasks faster when using Bard. .04***
(1.11)

-0.66
(0.48)

3. I spend less mental effort when using Bard. 0.46***
(1.19)

-0.03
(0.49)

4. I spend less time searching for information
or examples when using Bard.

0.51***
(1.06)

-0.35
(0.44)

5. I feel more satisfied with my work completing
this task when using Bard.

-0.11
(0.96)

-0.57
(0.41)

6. I find myself less frustrated when using Bard. 0.07
(0.99)

0.26
(0.43)

Table 2: Comparative satisfaction survey [69] administered
post-task.6

6Mean values 𝜇 indicate the degree of agreement with the statement, calculated
using the method described in Appendix D. Significance values are calculated from a
one-sample t-test with the null hypothesis that 𝜇 = 0, and regression coefficients 𝛽
demonstrate the relationship between response values and expertise. Highlighted cells
indicate significant findings.
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First pass Second pass Behavior/Implication
1 Skip Skip Distrusted Both
2 Skip Bard Distrusted Book, trusted Bard
3 Skip Book Distrusted Bard, trusted Book
4 Bard Skip Distrusted Book, trusted Bard
5 Book Skip Distrusted Bard, trusted Book
6 Bard Book If the answer changed: trusted Book
7 Book Bard If the answer changed: trusted Bard

Table 3: Action space and implications. A participant uses a
resource if they click into it during the pass. A participant
skips if they do not click into the resource during the pass.

4.2 Trust
Wemeasure trust using both demonstrated measures (actions taken)
and perceived measures (self-assessment) [29].

4.2.1 Demonstrated measures of trust. Users trust and depend upon
a resource when they delegate and rely on it [35, 65] and distrust
when they reject it [46].7 These actions in our study are described
in Table 3. Participants can trust a resource either correctly or
incorrectly;8 this attribution depends on the resulting score.

Fig. 5 shows the percentage of answer-changing behaviors
between passes; participants often do not change their answer
across passes. When the correctness of a participant’s answer does
not change between passes, the trust implication is ambiguous: for
example, if a participant got the correct answer during both passes,
they could have already known the correct answer, relied upon
either or both resources, or used but dismissed those resources.9

Howdoes trust change over time? Table 4a shows a regression
of trust actions on question order, with expertise and question
number fixed effects.10 Experts significantly depended on Book
resources more so than novices, and dependence on Book resources
did not change over time. All participants, particularly novices,
increased dependence on Bard over the course of the exam, despite
reporting that they wanted to decrease Bard usage:

“So I got it right, and then I got it wrong with Bard..
maybe I shouldn’t trust Bard then. ” —P13
“I don’t think what Bard is saying is true... I’ll probably
stop using Bard, just because it’s incorrect.” —P35

Who correctly and incorrectly trusts? Table 4b regresses
the likelihood of taking a correctly trusting or incorrectly trusting
action on expertise. Participants of all expertise are equally likely to
be led astray and incorrectly trust Bard. Novices are slightly more
likely to correctly trust Bard across both types of questions.

Who exhibits distrust? Table 5.1 regresses the likelihood of
expressing distrust on expertise, conditional on question effects
(question number and question order). As expertise increases, the
likelihood of distrusting both resources and distrusting Bard in-
creases, and the likelihood of distrusting Book resources decreases.
7With respect to our paper title, participants can use the AI (Take it), reject the AI
(Leave it), or change their answer following usage of the AI (Fix it).
8Incorrectly trusting is also referred to as mistrust or overtrust in literature [34].
9In our experimental design, we considered asking participants which of these scenar-
ios were the case after each question, but this added considerable time to each user
session. Pilot participants demonstrated fatigue after the hour-mark.
10Tables 4 and 5 show regression coefficients with standard errors in parentheses.

Figure 5: Answer-changing percentages between passes.

That is, novices were more likely than experts to distrust Book
resources, and experts were more likely to distrust Bard.

Is it a good strategy to distrust? Table 5.2 regresses score per
question on likelihood of distrusting, conditional on question effects
and expertise. For solve-type questions, distrusting either resource
had no effect on the score. For search-type questions where the
answer could be found in the Book, relying on the Book yielded
better scores. Better performance by experts may be partially attrib-
uted to experts knowing when to appropriately distrust Bard and
rely on the Book for Search-type questions. However, this distrust
behavior could also punish performance; as expertise increased, the
likelihood of using Bard to correct an incorrect answer decreased.

4.2.2 Perceived measures of trust. We administered Jian’s Trust
in Automated Systems survey [25] both before and after the task.
Survey questions and responses are shown in Appendix D.

Participants calibrated trust post-task: Before the task,
participants’ sentiments towards Bard were mostly neutral.
Following the task, participants expressed significantly less trusting
sentiments towards Bard. This change is likely due to participants
appropriately calibrating trust rather than losing trust, given that
users tend to replace dispositional, pre-exposure trust in automation
following exposure to that system with feedback [16, 40].

Most of our sample did not have significant prior experience
interacting with the AI; 60.7% reported in the pre-survey that they
had rarely or never used LLM-assisted tools in development tasks
at work, and many reiterated this during the task.11

5 DISCUSSION
In this section, we discuss the key insights from our results, sup-
ported by literature review and patterns from our thematic analysis.
Sections 5.1 through 5.3 touch on RQ1: Effects on productivity,
digging into why we observed mixed results across different dimen-
sions of productivity. Sections 5.4 and 5.5 touch onRQ2: Behaviors
of trust, offering more context on participants’ decision making
behavior. Finally, in 5.6, we synthesize our observations into design
implications, intended to aid developers in improving the design of
intelligent conversational systems.
11This may be due to a company-internal policy to avoid input of business-sensitive
information and code into conversational AI agents.
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Table 4: Left, a) Regression of trust actions on question order (over time). Right, b) Regression of the likelihood of taking a
correctly trusting or incorrectly trusting action (Table 3) on expertise.

Distrusted both
(Self-trust)

Distrusted
Bard

Distrusted
Book

1. Effect of expertise on the likelihood of expressing distrust
All questions 0.12***

(0.04)
0.10***
(0.04)

-0.20***
(0.05)

Solve-type questions 0.16***
(0.06)

0.03
(0.04)

-0.24***
(0.08)

Search-type questions 0.09*
(0.5)

0.17***
(0.06)

-0.17**
(0.07)

2. Effect of expressing distrust on performance
All questions 0.01

(0.06)
0.24***
(0.06)

-0.17***
(0.04)

Solve-type questions 0.09
(0.08)

0.11
(0.11)

-0.01
(0.06)

Search-type questions -0.12
(0.08)

0.16**
(0.07)

-0.30***
(0.06)

Table 5: Regression coefficients on distrust behavior.

5.1 Why might using the AI hurt performance?
If users were rational, processed information optimally, and had
perfect information, receiving more information would be better
than receiving less information [52]. However, receiving more
information at times hurt performance during the task: adding
Bard did not strictly improve score (Fig. 4) and participants would
at times change their answer from a correct to an incorrect an-
swer after consulting additional resources (Fig. 5). This behavior
penalized experts more, as experts were likely to get the correct
answer in the first pass. Here are some commonly observed behav-
iors that may indicate why participants might switch from a correct
to an incorrect answer following a consultation with the AI:

(1) Users may not perceive the downsides of eliciting a sec-
ond opinion. Experts and novices were equally susceptible
to changing an answer from correct to incorrect. Because
this task was objectively scored based on specific correct
answers, adding resources after already deriving the correct
answer could only lead participants astray, not make them
more correct. Participants did not seem to realize this pitfall:
“I can use Bard, since it’s available.. why not?” —P66

(2) Participants exhibit confirmation bias. Because par-
ticipants could not copy multiple-choice answers easily
due to infrastructure limitations12, they would instead ask

12Often, participants’ first instinct was to attempt to copy all answers into Bard. Several
participants expressed frustration upon discovering that copying answers was disabled
in the Qualtrics platform. From P21: I can’t copy the answers, so it would be too much

pointed questions to Bard such as “Is A) . . . the right answer?”
Participants would seek out agreement and end their line
of inquiry after receiving an affirming response, consistent
with behavior exhibited in similar studies [12, 41].
“Let’s go with Bard, [because] this time, Bard and I agree
on the answer.” —P37
“[My strategy was that] I would ask Bard if they agreed
that my answer was correct.” —P28

However, when participants prompted Bard without giving
sufficient context, Bard could make a case for affirming any of
the provided answers.

“[Bard] is not being very helpful because it’s just
validating everything I’m saying.” —P60
“In multiple cases, we had scenarios where [Bard] would
confirm all of the answers. . . ” —P12

Participants found better success in asking comparative questions,
e.g. “Which is the bigger problem, X or Y?”

““[I’d] either ask Bard for free-form improvements to the
code sample (not very reliable), or gave Bard the code
and a couple answers I’m undecided between and ask
Bard to pick between them (more reliable). . . ” —P60
“Maybe Bard is overeager to please- we got a yes on every
single one of these when asked individually. Maybe I’d
get a more discriminating answer if I put in multiple
options.” —P12

5.2 Why do participants perceive that they are
more productive and efficient with the AI?

Despite the mixed measured effects on productivity, participants
still perceived increased productivity and efficiency when using
the AI (Table 2), perhaps due to reduced cognitive load.

Using the AI is easy: When using Book resources, participants
would spend time actively: searching for answers, skimming the
text, and thinking about how to phrase keywords. When using Bard,
participants spent time more passively, waiting for responses and
reading outputs [41]. Participants across expertise levels exhibited
effort substitution [64] by blindly copy-pasting questions.

effort to ask [Bard]. Four participants even inspected the elements within the web
browser to copy-paste the source code as a workaround. One participant painstakingly
typed out each multiple-choice answer for each question, but abandoned this strategy
due to time constraints.
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“I feel a little tired, so I will just start copy-pasting the
question.” —P19
“I would use Bard to reduce the cognitive load.” —P31
“I liked Bard because you didn’t have to do too much,
you could just copy-paste and it would potentially find
the answer that I’m looking for.” —P47
“I guess I’ll actually read the question now while Bard
is thinking.” —P74

Users exhibit automation complacency: If the AI produced
optimal responses and users substituted effort appropriately, effort
substitution would not be detrimental. However, given that we do
not find strictly positive effects of access to the AI on productivity,
this scenario meets Parasuraman’s three requirements for automa-
tion complacency [46]13: (1) A human operator is monitoring an
automated system. (2) The frequency of such monitoring is lower
than optimal. (3) There is a directly observable (negative) effect on
performance.

5.3 Why is there no change in satisfaction or
frustration?

Despite feeling more productive and efficient, participants were
not more satisfied or less frustrated when using the AI (Table 2),
perhaps because negative emotional reactions and inappropriate
sentiments of trust offset the perceived gains.

Participants attribute blame asymmetrically: When partici-
pants missed a question using Book resources, they were less likely
to offer an explanation or attribute the fault to the resource directly.
When they missed a question using Bard, they were more likely to
display defensive behavior, justify efforts, and blame Bard or their
ability to interpret and prompt Bard.

“Maybe I interpreted Bard’s outputs wrong.” —P29
“I’m not the master at prompting LLMs yet.” —P47
“Bard is leading me astray! But I don’t know how to tell
if it’s telling me stuff incorrectly.” —P49

Participants perceive Bard as a collaborator: “Emotional
reactions may be a key element of trust and the decision to rely
on automation . . . ” [34] and can be activated through perceived
collaborations with automation [32, 62].

“Looks like Bard and I were wrong for this one.” —P35
“[Bard] is like working with a pretty well-informed tu-
tor. It’s highlighting problems that are deeper than the
multiple-choice questions and answers we were looking
for.” —P39
“We don’t have many colleagues in the office these
days. . . sometimes, it’s much faster to ask colleagues
since they have context. But given they’re not there, I
always go with Bard. ” —P66

Further evidence of perceived collaboration was found as partic-
ipants described Bard using language such as “It probably doesn’t
13We cannot make a similar claim about automation bias, which is defined as evidence
of omission and commission errors when decision aids are imperfect [45]. We observe
evidence of both errors; participants fail to notice omissions by the agent, and can be
actively misled by the agent. However, this definition may be more appropriate for tra-
ditional automation; users have much more control over the outputs of conversational
AI, so errors could be the result of either automation bias or imperfect usage.

like me” -P10 and “Bard is probably overwhelmed” -P12. However,
"using speech to create a conversational partner.. may lead people to
attribute human characteristics to the automation in such a way as
to induce false expectations that could lead to inappropriate trust."
[34] This inappropriate trust, in turn, can induce less satisfaction
with the AI [64].

5.4 How do participants use resources?
The overwhelmingly most common behavior was copy-pasting
questions directly into Bard. Participants would also prime the agent
by adding context (e.g. “You are reviewing this code according to the
[company] style guide” ). When using Book resources, participants
would often search for keywords found in the question, either by
manually skimming the documentation or querying external or
company-internal search engines. If the question was “When would
you declare a nested class as static?”, participants might search for
tokens such as “nested class static”. They tended to not copy-paste
a question directly into a search engine, especially when it was a
solve-type question with code snippets.

5.5 How do participants pick what to use?
The decision to use either resource was significantly correlated
with question type and user expertise. For both search-type and
solve-type questions, participants, particularly novices, preferred
to consult the AI first. Participants reported wanting to use both
resources concurrently, specifically by using Bard, then Book, then
Bard as a sanity check.

The AI reduces search frictions for novices: Consulting the
AI as a jumping off point helped novices to identify where to look
in the documentation based on its recommendation.

“When I really did not have an idea. . . Bard was helpful,
because it looks broadly whereas searches had to be very
precise.” —P64

“I use [Bard] for more open-ended/general
questions. . .When I have a specific question, I go
to sources that are written and more concrete. I use
Bard when there’s something I don’t know.” —P60

“I would prefer to use Bard first, so I can ask a general
question to Bard. It’s fast and gives me an answer
quickly. . . and if I am not happy with Bard’s answer, I
can do research on my own.” —P72

Users assume that the AI has limitations:Many participants
assumed that because Bard is trained on publicly available data, it
would not be familiar with company-internal coding conventions.
None checked to see whether the style guide was publicly available
or tried to validate if Bard was familiar with the company’s Style
Guide. Instead, they rejected the AI based on their assumption,
perhaps because there is no way for users to concretely verify
whether the AI is trained on any specific data source.

“I feel like Bard is an external tool, so for a task like
readability [which is internal], it might not know the
answers. For myself, if I want to find the answers, I’d
just use [internal search], because I feel like external
tools don’t apply to our standards.” —P6
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“Because this is readability for [our company], and
maybe what Bard gives me is general readability ad-
vice, so maybe it’s not so useful for [our] readability
questions. . . ” —P78

5.6 Design implications for more effective
conversational AI

Despite Bard having the capability to perform better than the
average user on this task when questions and answers were directly
copy-pasted as inputs, participants did not employ this strategy,
perhaps due in part to the burden of increased effort exertion.14
Furthermore, the optimal strategy is dependent on both the context
of the task and the expertise of the user relative to the capabilities of
the agent. Feedback is given ex-post, which can make determining
the optimal strategy intractable for the user. This suggests that there
is room for improvement on behalf of the AI system to improve
productivity; we recommend the following ideas for developers of
conversational AI systems.

5.6.1 Design for appropriate trust. Users appropriately trust
systems when they reject incorrect advice and accept correct advice
[53, 61]. Designing for appropriate trust, not greater trust [34] can
help mitigate to overreliance [24].

(1) Lower the degree of confidence. Generative models can
be perceived as overconfident, which can cause users of all
expertise levels to display inappropriate trust. Communi-
cating uncertainty on behalf of the agent can reduce undue
overreliance [47, 49]. However, this may also force a user’s
cognitive effort, which can decrease satisfaction [10].
“I feel like [Bard] confused me. . . it’s so confident when
it’s wrong, so it’s hard to follow your own barometer.
The confidence scares me because it’s just as confident
when it’s wrong compared to when it’s right, and I’m
bad at refuting someone who’s confident. ” —P10
“I was not sure if I should trust the Bard result. . . but it
sounds so smart, so it must be correct!” —P63

(2) Be cautious about creating a conversational partner.
Participants attributed human characteristics to the AI
(Section 5.3); anthropomorphizing can raise user expectations
[20] and cause overreliance [64].

(3) Consider user customization. Our findings suggest that
access to the AI affect users of different expertise levels
differently. Through longitudinal exposure, the AI could
build models of its human users and customize output by
expertise and form a mutual theory of mind [49, 60].

5.6.2 Cite sources. Participants preferred that Book resources were
curated, deliberately written, peer-reviewed, and tried-and-true.
When they navigated external search engines, they used websites
that they were familiar with and looked for evidence of peer-review,
such as highly ranked StackOverflow responses [1]. In contrast,
there was a sense of skepticism when using Bard; its generated out-
put felt less intentional. Improving source attribution in LLMs and
integrating appropriate citations into conversational output could

14Some participants also suggested that having agency in the task felt important. From
P47: “Copying things directly into Bard is a little silly.”

bridge the perceived disconnect between generated and human-
written output, which could lead to more appropriate trust [64].

“There’s a level of intentionality with the docs, like some-
one actually wrote this and put this together. . . not know-
ing Bard, [its output] could be anything.” —P75
“[I] tend to be skeptical about the answers people give
without giving the source.’ —P78

6 LIMITATIONS AND FUTUREWORK
These findings may be limited to our particular context. Our study
sample is limited to software engineers at a US-based technology
company. They may have different attitudes towards AI and higher
machine learning literacy as compared to laypeople, which may
affect performance [14] and behaviors [22]. They’ve also been given
direction to refrain from putting company-specific data in conver-
sational AI systems, which may limit their familiarity.

Although empirical studies with other AI-based systems have
produced similar findings on productivity and trust [2, 19, 42, 53, 57],
it’s possible that our results are idiosyncratic to Bard. Reproduction
of this task with other agents or a standardization of a behavioral
task suite can help to generalize this work to other AI-based sys-
tems.

Finally, the task design may be scrutinized. Users interacted with
the system for less than an hour. Perhaps trust formation takes
longer time, more exposure, and more feedback; we may benefit
from a longitudinal study and extended follow-up [68]. This study
was moderated, which may induce surveyor bias. Much of the
recent, similar work on behavioral interactions with automated
systems have been performed in unmoderated settings with on-
line populations, who have been shown to behave differently [18].
Participants were given a flat thank-you gift regardless of perfor-
mance on the exam; perhaps a higher-stakes setting or a piecewise
incentive structure would induce more effort.

7 IMPACT CONSIDERATIONS
We demonstrate that users are willing to take up conversational
AI to complete a workplace task, and that this assistance has the
potential to improve user productivity. If users appropriately cal-
ibrate trust in these systems and use them in applicable settings,
these systems can potentially increase productivity[23].

We also find that usage of these systems vary depending on
user expertise. In this task, experts tended to distrust automated
assistance. Novices, who were more likely to adopt and rely on
these systems, were more susceptible to be influenced. This in-
creased adoption of conversational AI by novices has the potential
to equalize productivity across expertise. However, our findings
suggest that adoption is not always beneficial: all participants ex-
hibit automation complacency, and access to AI can be potentially
detrimental in specific contexts. This could propagate inequitable
outcomes [38, 58]; learning differences may be exacerbated if con-
versational AI is applied in an academic setting, and malicious
actors may employ these systems to disseminate disinformation to
populations with lower literacy [59].

Furthermore, the outputs of these systems hold weight. In our
study, participants of all expertise levels could be convinced to
change correct answers to incorrect answers following exposure
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Results
1. Performance: Access to the AI can improve performance on certain task types, and benefits novices more than experts.
2. Efficiency: Users may spend more time using the AI, yet perceive increased efficiency when using it.
3. Satisfaction: Users may feel more productive using the AI, yet not more satisfied.
4.Trust: Users may increase dependence on the AI over time. Users of all expertise levels are susceptible to mistrust.
5. Distrust: Relative to novices, experts are more likely to distrust the AI. This can punish their performance,

as experts are less likely to use the AI to recover from mistakes.
Behaviors
1. Using the AI reduces search frictions, particularly for novices.
2. Users may reject the AI based on assumptions about its limitations.
3. Users do not perceive potential downsides of eliciting a second opinion.
4. Users exhibit confirmation bias and seek out agreement from the AI.
5. Users substitute effort to the AI, which reduces cognitive load.
6. Users exhibit automation complacency.
7. Users attribute blame asymmetrically.
8. Users perceive the AI as a collaborator.
Recommendations
1. Design for appropriate trust.
2. Display the appropriate degree of confidence.
3. Be cautious about creating a conversational partner.
4. Consider user customization.
5. Cite sources.

Table 6: Summary of findings.

to the AI. The impact of missing a few questions on a company-
internal coding exam is fairly minimal. However, conversational
AI has the capability to inform more consequential actions such as
obtaining a medical license [19], consulting in clinical consultations
[37], or informing pandemic responses [64]. Furthermore, these
LLM-based systems can mislead, hallucinate, and regurgitate incor-
rect information; for example, they can perpetuate unfair biases in
the context of gender, race and religion [8] and cite non-existent
research [50]. As we work to improve fairness and representation in
these systems, we should concurrently improve model interpretabil-
ity and user literacy to mitigate the potential of these systems to
mislead.

8 CONCLUSION
In this study, we evaluated how access to conversational AI affects
user productivity and trust formation through a user study of 76
software engineers as they completed an occupation-specific exam
with and without access to a conversational AI agent. Broadly, we
find that the effects on productivity and trust depend on the context
and the user, and that having access to AI is not strictly better than
not having access to AI. This evidence suggests that while these
generative AI systems have the capability to affect and potentially
augment worker productivity, they are not yet used in a way that
can completely replace human effort or traditional resources.

We employed a mixed-methods approach of qualitative thematic
analysis and quantitative statistical methods. This would at times
yield seemingly inconsistent results; for example, participants per-
ceived efficiency gains with AI assistance despite objectively taking
more time on the task with AI assistance, and reported being less
trustful of the AI despite increasingly depending on its outputs. We

invite extensions of this work to continue exploring mixed-method
approaches to capture a more holistic interpretation of behaviors.

As generative AI becomes more powerful and accessible, it be-
comes increasingly important for researchers and developers to
understand the effect of these systems on users. We need to design
these systems to account for human behaviors such as confirma-
tion bias and automation complacency. System design should also
prioritize minimizing the propagation of potentially misleading in-
formation, especially as our findings suggest that users, particularly
novices, increasingly depend on these systems over time.

This paper contributes empirical evidence from a real-world
scenario in the field of human-AI interaction [3]. We hope that this
contribution will motivate more work in building more productive
and trustworthy systems based on conversational AI.
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A SURVEY QUESTIONS
A.1 Pre-Task Survey
In addition to the Trust in Automated Systems survey (Appendix
D), we asked the following to gauge background and self-described
expertise. Many questions were adopted from a company-internal
longitudinal survey on engineering productivity and satisfaction.

Programming languages

(1) In the last three months, which languages have you used the
most?

(2) Describe your level of familiarity in the following languages.
(C++, Java, Python, Go, . . . )

Knowledge resources

(1) In the past three months, howwell have the following knowl-
edge resources supported you in your development tasks?
(Documentation, chat-based LLMs, forums, search tools, dis-
cussion spaces, . . . )

Engineering satisfaction

(1) Overall, how satisfied are you with your experience as a
developer at [company]?

(2) In the past three months, how productive have you felt at
work at [company]?

(3) How often are you able to reach a high level of focus or
achieve "flow" during development tasks?

(4) How satisfied are you with the quality of code that you
produce?

(5) How satisfied are you with your engineering velocity?

LLM usage

(1) How often do you use LLM-assisted tools in your develop-
ment tasks at work?

(2) If so, how well have LLM-assisted tools supported you in
your development tasks in the past three months?

(3) Briefly describe any other ways LLM-assisted tools have
supported you in your development tasks.

(4) Briefly describe any ways LLM-assisted tools have supported
you in other tasks.

A.2 Post-Task Survey
In addition to the Trust in Automated Systems survey (Appendix
D) and comparative satisfaction questions (Table 2), we asked the
following to elicit free-form commentary.

(1) What was your approach for using non-LLM resources to
answer questions?

(2) What was your approach for using Bard to answer questions?
(3) What was your approach for using non-LLM resources to

verify your previous responses?
(4) What was your approach for using Bard to verify your pre-

vious responses?
(5) Which non-LLM resources did you use? How did they help?
(6) In the space below, please feel free to share any thoughts

you have on the study.

B DESCRIPTIVE STATISTICS
The following statistics about our sample are taken from both
company-internal data and participant-reported pre-task survey
responses.

C EXPERTISE PERCENTILE RANKS
Expertise [30] is a multi-dimensional construct. Table 7 shows sum-
mary statistics of expertise measures taken from company-internal
data. To simplify the analysis, we constructed a joint objective
measured expertise metric, weighting the following measures in
decreasing order:

• Java readability certification and status (Fig. 6d), tiebreak by
certifications in other languages

• Normalized number of Java changelists, tiebreak by change-
lists in other languages

• Most recent submitted Java, tiebreak by most recently sub-
mitted code in other languages

We similarly create a self-reported expertise measure weighting
self-reported Java experience (Fig. 9e, 9f ), engineering productiv-
ity (Appendix A.1), and LLM expertise in decreasing order. These
measures are then transformed into percentile ranks, which yields
more robust estimates by reducing the influence of outliers [13].
The position of each individual’s expertise score in the distribution
of scores is relative to all others in the primary analysis sample.
Results are largely robust across most of the individual objective
measures as well as the aggregated objective measure. Self-reported
measures of expertise have low predictive power on the outcomes
of interest.

D TRUST IN AUTOMATED SYSTEMS SURVEY
We administered Jian’s Trust in Automated Systems survey before
and after the task. Each statement is assessed on a 5-point, bipolar
Likert scale with the possible options: Strongly disagree, Somewhat
disagree, Neutral, Somewhat Agree, Strongly Agree. The chart be-
low shows frequencies of each option. To calculate the means and
regression coefficients for the comparative satisfaction survey in
Table 2 with the same Likert responses, we map these options to
numeric values [-2, -1, 0, 1, 2].

15Those with In progress or Granted readability status have already taken this exam.
Those with Deprecated readability withdrew from the process of obtaining readability
due to failure to take the exam.
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a) Self-reported gender. b) Job location.

c) Engineering ladder job role. d) Java "readability" certification status.15

e) Self-reported most common programming languages. f) Self-reported familiarity with Java.

Figure 6: Categorical statistics (n=76).
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𝜇 𝜎 Min Max
Java expertise
# lines of code (Java) 41,718 151,850 0 1,197,572
# submitted changelists (Java) 157 0 2452

Most recent submitted Java October
2022 - June

2016
June
2023

Coding expertise
# lines of code (all languages) 268,858 680,043 130 4,054,273
# submitted changelists (all) 777 1306 9 7132

Least recent submitted code October
2019 - March

2007
May
2023

Most recent submitted code May
2023 - September

2021
June
2023

# of readability certifications 1 0.87 0 4
Table 7: Summary statistics on objective expertise scores.

Figure 7: Pre- and post- task survey responses. 𝛼 is Cronbach’s alpha, a reliability measurement [55]. Asterisks shows that the
pre- and post- task distributions are significantly different, calculated using a 𝜒2 independence test.
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